NEWS RELEASE
IGT and Think&Go to Showcase World’s First Lottery Application on
Cashless Payment Screen at NASPL and WLS
Oct. 4, 2016 - Utilizing Ingenico Group's Think&Go patented technology, IGT will
demonstrate how contactless technology can make payments seamless for lottery
players. Using innovative self-service kiosk technology, IGT will demonstrate how players
could collect and pay for lottery tickets by simply waving a NFC-enabled payment card or
device at the IGT Connected Screen. The integration of Ingenico’s secure payment
technology into connected screens enables merchants to interact with their consumers in
creative ways, while enabling frictionless purchases virtually anywhere via contactless
payment card or NFC-enabled mobile wallets.
"This is yet another example of IGT working together with innovative companies. We're
excited to collaborate with Ingenico Group and Think&Go to debut the Connected Screen
at our NASPL and WLS conferences in Atlanta and Singapore," said Marco Tasso, IGT
Senior Vice President of Product Marketing, Lottery. "We've entered the next phase
in the evolution of electronic commerce that includes many new players and innovative
ways to shop, pay, and get paid, while maintaining the payment security that consumers
expect."
“The Gaming market is a natural fit for connected screens because convenience is key.
Using seamless payment will make it easier than ever for players to engage, place their
wagers, and pay with a range of contactless enabled payment devices without the need
for agent interaction. IGT is the recognized world leader in this market and we are excited
by this new relationship and its enormous potential to revolutionize how connected
screens will change the way consumers pay,” stated Vincent Berge, Think&Go CEO
and Founder.
About IGT:
IGT (NYSE:IGT) is the global leader in gaming. We enable players to experience their
favorite games across all channels and regulated segments, from Gaming Machines and
Lotteries to Interactive and Social Gaming. Leveraging a wealth of premium content,
substantial investment in innovation, in-depth customer intelligence, operational expertise
and leading-edge technology, our gaming solutions anticipate the demands of consumers
wherever they decide to play. We have a well-established local presence and
relationships with governments and regulators in more than 100 countries around the

world, and create value by adhering to the highest standards of service, integrity, and
responsibility. IGT has over 12,000 employees. For more information, please visit
www.IGT.com.
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About Think&Go:
Think&Go is the inventor of connected screens (2 patents and 20 international innovation
awards including 2 prestigious Sesame at Cartes 2013, E-Commerce Wards in Paris
2015 and the LaTribune/BNP young entrepreneurs 2016). This technology allows
consumers to interact and exchange information with the screens images in less than one
second, by just placing their smartphone, contactless card, connected watch or epassport on the screens images. Think&Go has already sold over 200 screens worldwide,
in retail, transport, digital signage, and banks, with applications including e-commerce or
Drive-to-Store allowing consumers to retrieve reduction coupons with any connected
object.
Website: http://thinkandgo-nfc.com/ Twitter: twitter.com/thinkandgoNFC
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